Subject: Proposed PicoAg 25B To Replace Nematodes product for testing in house to evaluate

A virucide is an agent (physical or chemical) that deactivates or destroys viruses.

PicoAG of future products must have these characteristics
1). No Harm for Air (no GWC, ODC, VOHAP or VOC), Soils or Waters
2). Cannot be made of Organic Chemistry, Graphene or Nanotechnology, Just Picotechnology or Physical Chemistry
3). Goals are primary Distribution is as a OTC product.
4). Must be made of Atomic Elements and Not Molecules.
5). Must be able to kill all pests, Be it Bacteria, Fungi, Virus and Insects.
6). Must be able to Deep Clean and Grow Skin
7). Must be able to Penetrate the Shields of all pests.
8). Must be approved at the State and or Federal FDA or better be Exempt
9). Must be safe for Humans, Birds and Animals - Zero Side Effects
10) Must have no heavy metals elements